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Pseudo-feminism in Orientalist 
Romantic Ballet
Balletic Cross-Dressing: La Danseuse en Travestie
The term “Travesty Dancer” refers to a Romantic period practice of ballerinas portraying men. One would infer that this gender 
flexibility would symbolize an increase in women’s power; however, rather than conferring the strong masculinity (and metaphoric power 
assumption) suggested by these roles, the choreography, costuming, and casting were meant to eroticize the danseuse to the delight of her 
voyeuristic male audience, many of whom were also patrons of the Ballet’s parallel practice of prostituting some of its more celebrated 
dancers. This eroticizing and feminizing of the masculine roles served to remove any possible threat of non-traditional gender 
representation that risked empowering the danseuse. Far from unsexing or androgenizing the danseuse, donning masculine roles created a 
new figure that was removed enough from real women to strip her of any real human attributes aside from her sexuality. Adding to this 
image was the fact that most travesty roles were of Oriental male characters, who were in some ways already “unmanned” because they 
came from the feminine East
My research aims to contexualize the ballets of the Romantic 
period (1830-1850) by examining how gender and cultural 
representation onstage resonated with a contemporaneous proto-
feminist movement in France. During the romantic period there 
was a proliferation of Orientalist art and literature in Europe 
colored with pashas, harems and Turkish baths. In ballet there 
emerged a parallel Orientalist aesthetic which both borrowed 
from these other forms and developed independently. During 
the same period, a utopian socialist proto-feminist movement 
arose in Paris whose members called themselves the Saint 
Simonians. This movement had a bizarre, yet profound impact, 
on the emerging role of the Romantic Ballerina. Filippo 
Taglioni, one of the most important choreographers of the 
period, and father of the famed ballerina Marie Taglioni, was 
known to be a member of this movement and his pieces were 
often (whether rightly or erroneously) associated with it. While 
the emergence of ballerinas dancing men’s roles might have 
supported this new feminist outlook, further investigation 
reveals that this possible equality in representation was 
undermined by the inferior Oriental nature of these roles and 
the eroticization and subjugation of the Orient itself.
“Monsieur Taglioni has returned to his favorite idea, The emancipation of women. 
This ballet, the tribe of women, is altogether the counterpart of La Révolte au Sérail.
[Monsieur] Taglioni, these are the doctrines of Saint-Simon elevated to the demon-stration 
of the porouette and the entrechat.” –Jules Janin reviewing Taglioni’s Brézilia
Female Oriental Characters:
“These Dionysian characters delighted in festivities, exhibited great courage, 
and expressed their sexual desire quite openly. They also inherited a 
passionate disposition that imbued their pantomimic gestures with great 
urgency. At the same time that they broadcast their sexual availability and 
appetite, their naturalistic and uncivilized upbringing resulted in a pure heart 
and highly moral instincts.” –Susan Leigh Foster, Author of Choreography and 
Narrative: Ballet’s staging of story and desire.
Cela s’est substitué assez rapidement par une image de l’Orient infiniment moins ironique, mais 
beaucoup plus sensuelle et violente et, par la-même, davantage propice au rêve. Le nouvel 
orientalisme artistique se répandit en France avec l’accession la notorite des artistes romantiques.
“The influx of foreign artists- Spanish, Indian, Asian—who had performed their 
indigenous dances throughout Paris situated ballet as a unique form using one 
kind of movement among many. Ballets nonetheless incorporated their own 
renditions of these exotic, foreign dances, relying on such scemeds to infuse the 
spectacle with sexual and aesthetic energy.” –Susan Leigh Foster, Author of 
Choreography and Narrative: Ballet’s staging of story and desire.
Arabs and Indians: Eastern Female Exotics
Though all non-European women were represented 
as hypersexualized, fiery others, The Oriental 
characters most frequently portrayed were Middle-
Eastern. Ballets like Alladin, La Péri, and La Révolte 
au Sérail (or La Révolte des Femmes) all took place in 
Islamic countries and included all the standard 
representations of odilesques, opium addicts, slaves 
and tyrants. 
Indians too captured the imagination of Romantic 
choreographers. Taglioni’s Le Dieu et la Bayadère
Two Types of Saint Simonian Feminism
“Enfantin envisioned an equal but different role for each sex … 
His ‘feminism,’ however, was integral to a system that actually prized 
emotion (the female quality) over reason (the male quality). Saint-
Simonians preached that only a sentiment … and not reason could 
provide a strong and solid bond for a peaceful society. The future 
direction of the new age could be entrusted only to those who were 
especially endowed with sentiment: women, and also priests and 
artists.
“How charming she is with her big comb, the rose behind her ear, her lustrous eyes and he sparkling smile! 
At the tips of her rosy fingers quiver ebony castanets. Now she darts forward; the castanets begin their 
sonorous chatter. With her hand she seems to shake down great clusters of rhythm. How she twists, how 
she bends! What fire! What voluptuousness ! What precision! Her swooning arms toss about her drooping 
head, her body curves backwards, her white shoulders almost graze the ground. What a charming gesture! 
Would you not say that in that hand which seems to skim the dazzling barrier of the footlights, she gathers 
[The old orientalism] was rapidly replaced by an image of the Orient infinitely less 
ironic, but much more sensual and violent and, by itself, much more conducive to 
dreams. The new artistic Orientalsim spread through France with the accession of 
the notoriety of the romantic artists. --Bartoli, Jean-Piére, author of “L’Orientalisme dans 
la musique française du XIXe siècle”
The New Orientalism of the Romantic Period
up all the desires and all the 
enthusiasm of the 
spectators?”
Spaniards and Gypsies: European Exotics
The Noble Savage: American and African Exotics
“As an emblem of wanton sexuality, feminized masculinity, and amazon unviolability, the danseuse en travesti
symbolized in her complex persona the many shades of lust projected by the audience on the nineteenth-century 
dancer”–Lynn Garafola, author of “The Travesty Dancer in Nineteenth Century Ballet.”
was the precursor for Petipa’s La Bayadère
which is still performed today.
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--Moses, Claire G. Saint-Simonian Men/Saint-Simonian Women: the 
transformation of feminist thought in 1830’s France.
–Théophile Gautier reviewing 
Fanny Elssler in the Cachucha
Philippe Joseph-Benjamin Buchez opposed a definition of sexual 
equality based on gender distinction… Buchez’s feminism derived 
from French Revolutionary radicals and its politics of individual 
rights. Like feminists of that earlier period—the Englishwoman Mary 
Wollstonecraft, the American Judith Sargent Murray, or the 
Frenchwoman Olympe de Gouge—Buchez believed that individuals 
of both sexes were born similar in capacity and character and he 
ascribed male/femae differences to socialization and education.”
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